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IFN CAMPUS EXPANSION
UPDATE
Vision Statement:
Islamic Foundation North (IFN) is a
leading religious organization in
Chicago land area, which has created
an environment that provides the
services and facilities to live by the
values of an exemplary Muslim
character, while encouraging a full and
active engagement and collaboration
with other local
Masajids, Musallas, and communities of
other faiths. IFN has a knowledge
seeking, socially and civically engaged,
integrated, compassionate, vibrant, and
healthy Muslim community. IFN is
economically stable and a selfsustaining organization.
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Let's Expand Our Mosque !!!

In order to achieve this noble mission we have
engaged in :
JUNE UPDATES
1) The IFN team, visited the now almost complete
Darussalam Foundation addition project. There were
conceptual similarities with the IFN addition which were
beneficial observation.
2) A Sound system / IT consultant attended to provide an in
depth idea to the construction committee on issues related
to a good sound system facility wide. He is an expert from
Philadelphia who may bid for the IFN project.
3) MEP Consultant's contract has been signed and brought
on board.

4) A structural consultant has not yet been signed. Additional structural consultant fee quotes
were obtained by the committee members to ascertain the general fee range of a structural
consultant. A decision has been made as to who should be the structural engineering firm involved
in the IFN project. Other consultants are being discussed and will be brought on board towards
the project to proceed.
5) The IFN project is in DD (Design Development phase). The Base drawings are being worked on.
All consultants will be signed in with their contracts. All consultants will provide their technical
input into the design.

For any questions please contact Sr.Oghay (oghay.kherzai@ifnonline.com) or
Br. Rizwan (Rizwan.shaikh@ifnonline.com)

1751 S. O'Plaine Rd, Libertyville IL 60048
847-406-3730

